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iPhone Specifications to accept FaceTime calls

The Apple product must be:

- iPhone 4s or later
- iPad (3rd Generation or later)
- All iPad Pros
Enable FaceTime

Step 1: Tap setting on iPhone

Step 2: Scroll down through settings until FaceTime is seen and tap on FaceTime icon.
**Step 3:** Enable FaceTime by tapping on the slide bar.

FaceTime will now be enabled and should appear as below.

**Step 4:** Exit out of Settings by pressing the home button or swiping up from the bottom of the screen.
Receiving a FaceTime Call

Step 1: Accept the FaceTime call from the inspector by tapping on the Accept icon.

Once the call is accepted, the screen will appear as below. The inspector will be full screen and the image being seen by the inspector will be in the smaller screen.
**Flip the camera view**

**Step 1:** Tap the screen and the icons in the black box will appear. Tap on flip.

The image the inspector will see is now what the back side of the camera is pointed toward.
Ending a FaceTime call

Step 1: Tap on the X in the red circle labeled end

*Tap on the home button or swipe up to exit out of the FaceTime app.*